CROWNPOINT BUS ROUTES 2021-2022

Bus 2044

Driver Shirley Martin

Heart Butte Loop, Bebo Ranch, Little Water, Tall House, Teacherage, Standing Rock, Cross Canyon Road Red Mesa, Midway

Bus 2045

Driver Bonnie Benally

McKinley Academy, Gallup bus pickup 7:00 no later than 7:10, Standing Rock Housing, Dalton Pass housing, Cross Canyon Road, Coyote Canyon, Dalton Pass Loop, North-South Standing Rock

Bus 2046

Driver Roger Freeland

Becenti, Lake Valley, Red Mesa Housing, North 371

Bus 2054

Driver Gwendolyn Yazzie

Star Pond, HWY 371, Borrego Pass, Propane Place, Upper and Lower West Mesa

Bus 1710

Driver Felix Kowena

Whitehorse Chapter, Woody’s, All in town, Midway, Mutual Help Housing, North Valley Loop, North Heights

**Bus route will change continually**

DATE: 8/18/2021